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The Reelin Pathway Modulates the Structure
and Function of Retinal Synaptic Circuitry
containing high levels of Reelin secreted by Cajal-Retz-
ius cells. In reeler, migrating neurons fail to invade the
preplate and instead they accumulate beneath in a dis-
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organized cortical plate (Hoffarth et al., 1995; Ogawa et1 Department of Developmental Neurobiology
al., 1995; Sheppard and Pearlman, 1997).St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
Reelin binds to the Very low-density lipoprotein recep-Memphis, Tennessee 38105
tor (Vldlr) and the Apolipoprotein E Receptor-2 (ApoER2)2 The Jules Stein Eye Institute
that are expressed on migrating neurons (D’ArcangeloUCLA School of Medicine
et al., 1999; Hiesberger et al., 1999). The cytoplasmicLos Angeles, California 90095
domains of these receptors contain a NPxY motif that3 Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience
binds to a protein interaction domain in Disabled-1Research Center (CERN)
(Dab1), an adaptor protein present primarily in the brainUniversity of Barcelona
(Howell et al., 1997a; Trommsdorff et al., 1999). Mice08028 Barcelona
lacking both vldlr and apoER2 exhibit ataxia and identi-Spain
cal disruptions in neuronal positioning to those in reelin-
or dab1-deficient mice (D’Arcangelo et al., 1995; Howell
et al., 1997b; Sheldon et al., 1997; Trommsdorff et al.,Summary
1999). The interaction of Reelin with lipoprotein recep-
tors on embryonic neurons stimulates phosphorylationThe formation of synaptic connections requires the
of Dab1 on tyrosine residues (Howell et al., 1999; Kesh-coordination of specific guidance molecules and spon-
vara et al., 2001). Mice in which these tyrosines aretaneous neuronal activity. The visual system has pro-
replaced with phenylalanine exhibit reeler-like charac-vided a useful model for understanding the role of
teristics, implying that a Reelin-activated kinase signal-these cues in shaping the precise connections from
ing pathway is important for cell positioning in the brainthe neural retina to the brain. Here, we demonstrate
(Howell et al., 2000). Moreover, Dab1 levels are dramati-that two essential genes in the Reelin signaling path-
cally elevated in the neurons that go astray in reelerway function during the patterning of synaptic connec-
brains and those deficient in both vldlr and apoER2 (Ricetivity in the retina. Physiological studies of mice defi-
et al., 1998; Trommsdorff et al., 1999). Taken together, thecient in either reelin or disabled-1 reveal an attenuation
genetic and biochemical data support a critical role forof rod-driven retinal responses. This defect is associ-
Dab1 as a downstream component of a signal transduc-ated with a decrease in rod bipolar cell density and
tion pathway that enables migrating neurons to reachan abnormal distribution of processes in the inner
their final destinations in laminated brain regions suchplexiform layer . These results imply that, in addition to
as the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum.its essential role during neuronal migration, the Reelin
Reelin, vldlr, apoER2, and dab1 continue to be ex-pathway contributes to the formation of neuronal cir-
pressed following neuronal migration, although thecuits in the central nervous system.
function of the Reelin pathway in postnatal and adult
brain is not known (Alcantara et al., 1998; Kim et al.,
Introduction 1996; Rice et al., 1998). Some suggestions have been
made based on careful studies indicating that Reelin
The identification and characterization of neurological contributes to the guidance mechanisms controlling the
mutant mice has identified a signaling pathway required formation of hippocampal projections (Del Rio et al.,
for appropriate cell positioning in the developing ner- 1997; Borrell et al., 1999). Furthermore, a number of
vous system. The first gene to be identified in this path- factors linked to neurodegeneration have been associ-
way, reelin, is disrupted in the classical neurological ated with the Reelin pathway during development
mutant mouse, reeler (D’Arcangelo et al., 1995). Re- (D’Arcangelo et al., 1999; Hiesberger et al., 1999). In-
cently, mutations in reelin have also been associated deed, analysis of Reelin expression levels suggested a
with autosomal lissencephaly in humans (Hong et al., potential role for Reelin in the pathogenesis of neuropsy-
2000). Reelin is a secreted protein produced by distinct chosis (Fatemi et al., 2000; Guidotti et al., 2000). How-
cell types in the developing brain, including Cajal- ever, at present there is no clear support for a function of
Retzius cells in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus the Reelin pathway in events other than those controlling
and granule cells in the cerebellum (D’Arcangelo et al., cell positioning in the developing brain.
1995; Ogawa et al., 1995). Anatomical studies in reeler The mammalian retina is organized into three cell lay-
mice demonstrated a failure in cell positioning in the ers and two synaptic layers. Rod and cone photorecep-
developing brain (Caviness and Rakic, 1978; Goffinet, tors are located in the outer nuclear layer (ONL). Hori-
1984). For example, in the developing cerebral cortex, zontal, bipolar, amacrine, and Mu¨ller cells are contained
neurons migrate into a structure known as the preplate, within the inner nuclear layer (INL). Retinal ganglion cells
and a subset of amacrine cells are located in the gan-
glion cell layer (GCL). Retinal cells arise in an overlapping4 Correspondence: fos1@aol.com
but coordinated fashion from a ventricular zone that5 Present address: Lexicon Genetics, Inc., 4000 Research Forest
Drive, The Woodlands, Texas 77381. lines the back of the eye (Lillien, 1994). Unlike other
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laminated brain regions, there is no relationship between
the final laminar position of a retinal cell and its time of
origin. For example, ganglion, horizontal, amacrine, and
cone cells arise first, followed by bipolar neurons and
Mu¨ller glia. Rod photoreceptors are produced through-
out retinal histogenesis (Young, 1985).
The retina exhibits a normal cellular organization in
reeler mice, although reelin is normally present at high
levels in the GCL during embryonic and postnatal devel-
opment (Schiffmann et al., 1997). Therefore, the retina
provides an ideal model system in which to address
additional biological functions of the Reelin pathway.
Indeed, we have shown that Dab1 is first detectable in
mouse retina after birth and it persists primarily in type
AII amacrine cells, which are key interneurons in the
scotopic synaptic circuitry (Rice and Curran, 2000). The
present work examines the stratification patterns of type
Figure 1. Immunoblot Analysis of Dab1 in Adult EyesAII amacrine and rod bipolar processes in the inner plexi-
The levels of Dab1 are elevated in reeler (rl/rl) compared with normalform (IPL), while comparing the density of these impor-
(/) or heterozygous (/) mice. Scrambler mice (scm/scm) con-
tant interneurons in control mice and those lacking ei- tain low levels of Dab1 (Sheldon et al., 1997). Protein loading was
ther reelin or dab1. Physiological responses in mice similar among the groups as revealed with immunoblotting the same
deficient in the Reelin pathway were determined using membrane with either Gad67 or Cdk5 antibodies. The molecular
mass is indicated to the right.electroretinography (ERG). These results suggest that,
in addition to its essential role during neuronal migration,
the Reelin pathway contributes to the proper patterning
of synaptic connectivity. in the developing type AII amacrine cells and their pro-
jections in the IPL (arrowheads in Figure 2C). A dense
Results network of processes containing Dab1 was located near
the border of the IPL and the GCL (double arrows in
The Reelin Pathway Is Active in the Eye Figure 2C), although the bistratification of type AII ama-
Neurons in the reeler forebrain and cerebellum, which crine cell projections is not yet apparent at this age.
normally respond to Reelin, contain 5- to 10-fold more Type AII cells were present at comparable locations in
Dab1 than those in normal brain (Rice et al., 1998). Dab1 reeler retina and they extended projections into the IPL.
also accumulates in neurons obtained from mice lacking However, this network of type AII amacrine cell pro-
Reelin receptors, vldlr and apoer2 (Trommsdorff et al., cesses was not apparent in reeler retinas at P7 (Figure
1999). Recently, we found that Dab1 is expressed in 2D). In control retina, neurites containing Dab1 encoun-
glycinergic, type AII amacrine cells in the mouse retina tered Reelin during the time at which they elaborate
(Rice and Curran, 2000). These important interneurons projections into the IPL (Figure 2E). In the absence of
extend processes in two distinct strata of the inner plexi- Reelin, neurites containing Dab1 extended into the IPL,
form layer (IPL), where they integrate into the On and but their distribution was more uniform compared to
Off physiological channels (Strettoi et al., 1992). Several that in control tissue (Figure 2F).
isoforms of Dab1 were detected in immunoblotting Intense Reelin immunostaining was observed in adult
assays using extracts obtained from adult eyes (Figure retinas, including cells in the GCL and INL (Figure 3A).
1). Levels of all isoforms of Dab1 were elevated approxi- High levels of Reelin were detected in the On sublamina
mately 5- to 10-fold in reeler eyes compared to those of the IPL, which may represent dendrites of On retinal
from normal or heterozygous mice. These results dem- ganglion cells (Figure 3A). In the INL, Reelin was de-
onstrate that the Reelin pathway is active in retina. tected in a subset of amacrine cells (asterisk in Figure
3A) and in a subset of bipolar neurons (arrows in Figure
3A). The dendrites of these bipolar neurons invaded theReelin and Dab1 Are Expressed in Adjacent Cell
Layers in the Retina outer plexiform layer (OPL). Retinas obtained from reeler
mice failed to show specific staining with the ReelinImmunohistochemical staining for Reelin and Dab1 was
used to compare the distribution of these proteins at antibody (Figure 3B). In contrast to Reelin, Dab1 expres-
sion in the adult retina was restricted to a single retinalpostnatal day 7. High levels of Reelin were detected in
projections throughout the IPL (Figure 2A). Reelin was cell class, type AII amacrine cells (Figure 3C). Projec-
tions from these cells distributed into the Off and Onpresent in ganglion cells in the ganglion cell layer (GCL)
and amacrine cells in the inner nuclear layer (INL). A sublayers in the IPL (arrows in Figure 3C). In reeler reti-
nas, type AII amacrine cells were located in the appro-subpopulation of developing bipolar neurons in the INL
also contained Reelin. Reeler mice failed to show spe- priate INL region (Figure 3D). However, the patterning
of type AII amacrine cell projections in the IPL appearedcific staining, but blood vessels were visible with the
anti-mouse secondary (asterisks in Figure 2B). The same less precise in reeler mice compared to that in controls
(Figure 3D). Dab1 colocalized with Reelin in the Onsections were labeled with Dab1 antibodies, which re-
vealed elongated cells that may represent bipolar cells sublamina of the IPL in control mice (Figure 3E). In reeler
retinas, projections that originate from type AII amacrine(Figure 2C). The highest levels of Dab1 were detected
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Figure 2. Distribution of Reelin and Dab1 in the Retina at Postnatal Day 7 in Control and reeler Retinas
(A) Reelin is present in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and in the inner plexiform layer (IPL). Cell bodies and dendrites of retinal ganglion cells
contain Reelin. A subset of amacrine cells and bipolar cells located in the inner nuclear layer (INL) also contains Reelin. (B) Reeler mice do
not exhibit any specific staining with Reelin antibodies. The asterisks indicate blood vessels that crossreact with the secondary antibody. (C)
Low levels of Dab1 are present throughout the INL, indicating that Dab1 is expressed in interneurons. Dab1 is expressed at high levels in
type AII amacrine cells (arrowheads) located in the INL. Their projections extend in the IPL toward the GCL, where they form a dense network
of projections (double arrows). (D) Type AII amacrine cells (arrowheads) are located in the correct cell layer in reeler retinas, indicating that
Reelin is not required for cell positioning in retina. (E) Neurites containing Dab1 (green) in control retinas encounter Reelin (red) in the IPL.
Their projections form a dense network near the GCL. Note that the amacrine cells expressing Dab1 (arrowheads) do not express Reelin (arrows).
(F) The projections of type AII amacrine cells fail to form network near the GCL in the absence of Reelin. The scale bar in (F) is 50 m.
cells were more broadly distributed throughout the IPL their ultrastructure characteristics (Strettoi et al., 1992).
First, lobular appendages were counted in S1 to S3(Figure 3F).
proceeding from the INL toward the GCL. These synap-
tic endings were identified by their large size, pale ma-The Reelin Pathway Modulates the Stratification
Pattern of Retinal Interneuronal Projections trix, and high density of synaptic vesicles (Figure 4A).
Second, vitreal dendrites of type AII amacrine cells ex-within the IPL
Electron microscopy was used to compare the distribu- hibiting an electron-dense, uniform matrix containing
few synaptic vesicles were counted in S4 and S5 (Figuretion of synaptic endings originating from type AII ama-
crine cells in control and reeler retinas. Two different 4B). A total of 240 and 229 type AII amacrine endings
(lobular appendages and dendrites) were quantified intypes of endings located in five, equally thick sublayers
of the IPL, known as S1–S5, were identified based on control and reeler, respectively. The appearance of syn-
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Figure 3. Distribution of Reelin and Dab1 in the Adult Eye
(A) Reelin is expressed in several populations of retinal cells. Reelin is present in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and in the On sublayer of the
IPL, which may represent dendrites of On retinal ganglion cells. Two different populations of cells in the inner nuclear layer (INL) contain
Reelin, including bipolar cells (arrows) and amacrine cells (asterisk). (B) Reeler mice do not exhibit any specific staining with Reelin antibodies.
(C) Dab1 is expressed in type AII amacrine cells in the INL. Their processes extend in the IPL, where they distribute into the On and Off
sublayers (arrowheads). (D) In reeler, type AII amacrine cells are located in the correct cell layer, but the distribution of their processes is less
precise compared to control. (E) In control, Reelin and Dab1 colocalize in the On sublayer of the IPL. Amacrine cells that contain Reelin
(asterisk) do not express Dab1. (F) In reeler, the patterning of type AII amacrine cell endings in the IPL is less precise compared to that in
control. The scale bar in (F) is 50 m.
aptic endings was similar in both groups. The average Alterations in the distribution of type AII amacrine cell
endings in IPL may reflect a change in the density ofnumber of AII endings in S1–S5 of control and reeler
are shown in Figure 5A. Approximately 59% (82/138) of these neurons in the INL. Whole-mount preparations
of retinas stained with Dab1 antibodies were used toall lobular appendages in control retinas were located
in S1 compared to 40% (60/150) in reeler. The paucity determine the density of type AII amacrine cells in con-
trol and reeler mice. In control retinas (n4), the averageof appendages in S1 of reeler was compensated by a
significant increase in both S2 and S3. The total number density of AII amacrine cells was 3,333  33 cells/mm2
(Figure 5B). The density of these cells in reeler, 3,298 of type AII dendrites encountered in S4 and S5 was 102
in controls, compared to 79 in reeler. This is attributable 118 cells/mm2 (n  4), was not statistically different
(Figure 5B). Moreover, the central to peripheral ratio ofto a significant reduction in the number of dendrites in
S5 in reeler (Figure 5A). The average number of dendrites type AII amacrine cells was 1.3:1 in both control and
reeler, respectively. These estimates are similar to thosein control S5 was 5.8 0.5, compared to 3.3 0.4 (SEM)
dendrites in reeler (P  0.002). in C57BL/6J mice (Rice and Curran, 2000). Therefore,
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the abnormal distribution of synaptic endings originating
from type AII amacrine cells in reeler is not explained
by changes in density of these important interneurons
in the absence of Reelin.
Type AII amacrine dendrites receive synaptic input
from rod bipolar cells in S5 of the IPL (Famiglietti and
Kolb, 1975). To determine if Reelin deficiency affects
rod bipolar cells, adult retinas were double-labeled with
antibodies recognizing Reelin and protein kinase C
(PKC), a reliable marker for rod bipolar cells in mouse
retina (Haverkamp and Wassle, 2000). Rod bipolar cells
labeled with PKC did not contain Reelin (Figures 6A, 6C,
and 6E). This result demonstrates that Reelin is present
in a population of cone bipolar cells. In transverse sec-
tions, rod bipolar cells send a single axon to the IPL,
where it terminates exclusively in the On sublamina (Fig-
ure 6C). In reeler mice, a subpopulation of rod bipolar
axons stopped prematurely near the INL/IPL border
(arrows in Figure 6D). The appearance of these “ectopic”
terminals is reminiscent of the rod bipolar terminals nor-
mally located in the On sublamina of the IPL (Figure
6F). At the ultrastructural level, these terminals exhibited
ribbon profiles, implying that they make functional syn-
apses (inset in Figure 4C). These results indicate that
Reelin deficiency affects the synaptic layering of rod
bipolar cells and AII amacrine cells that contain Dab1.
Scrambler retinas were labeled with PKC antibodies
to determine if Dab1 is required for proper synaptic
organization of retinal interneurons. Whole-mount reti-
nas and transverse sections were analyzed using confo-
cal microscopy. In controls, rod bipolar cells were lo-
cated in the middle of the retina and a single axon
emerged from the cell body, projecting through the INL
toward the IPL (Figure 7). (Rod bipolar axons branched
at the level of the On sublamina in the IPL, where they
terminated in several characteristic synaptic endings in
S5, providing a uniform coverage of the retina surface
[Figure 7C].) In both reeler and scrambler, rod bipolar
cells were located in the correct layer and their axons
traveled toward the IPL. However, ectopic terminals
were present at the border between the INL and IPL
(arrows in Figure 7B). This result indicates that both
Reelin and Dab1 are required for normal synaptic organi-
zation in retina. Moreover, the apparent density of syn-
aptic terminals was decreased in mice lacking Reelin or
Dab1 compared to controls (Figure 7C).
Disruption of Reelin Signaling Results in a
Decrease in Rod Bipolar Cells
In mice lacking Reelin or Dab1, the density of rod bipolarFigure 4. These Micrographs Illustrate the Ultrastructure Appear-
ance of Synaptic Endings at Different Levels of the Inner Retina cells appeared decreased in either transverse retinal
Micrographs A and B are taken from control retinas. (A) Large, sections or whole-mount preparations (Figures 6 and 7).
pale endings that are densely packed with synaptic vesicles are Whole-mount retina preparations were used to estimate
characteristic of the lobular appendages (AII app) of type AII ama-
crine cells that are located in S1–S3 of the IPL. Cone bipolar endings
(cbe) contain numerous synaptic vesicles and synaptic ribbons
(arrows). The cbe are postsynaptic to lobular appendages and pre- synapse with the rbe. These are amacrine cells that contain GABA
synaptic to ganglion cell dendrites (gcd). (B) The synaptic terminals as their primary neurotransmitter. (C) This micrograph taken from a
of rod bipolar cells (rbe) are located in S5 of the IPL, near the GCL. reeler retina shows the cell body of a type AII amacrine cell juxta-
The arrow indicates the synaptic ribbon of a rod bipolar cell terminal. posed to a very large bipolar ending (be) that resembles a rod
The rbe are larger than cone bipolar cell terminals and they form a bipolar cell ending. The arrow indicates the synaptic ribbon. The
dyad synapse with two different amacrine cell endings. Dendrites postsynaptic endings to this ribbon synapse contain many synaptic
originating from type AII amacrine cells (AIId) are electron dense vesicles, indicating that these are amacrine cell endings (ae in inset)
and contain few vesicles. The other amacrine ending (ae) contains that do not resemble type AII dendrites. The scale bar in (C) is 0.3
a pale matrix and many synaptic vesicles that make a reciprocal m in (A) and (B) and 0.5 m in (C).
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Figure 5. Deficiency in the Reelin Pathway Is
Associated with an Alteration in the Distribu-
tion of Synaptic Endings in the IPL and a Re-
duction in Rod Bipolar Cell Density in the INL
(A) Distribution of synaptic endings originat-
ing from type AII amacrine cells in sublayers
S1 to S5 in the IPL. Values represent the mean
number of endings, analyzing an area of 43
m2 per sublayer. The majority of lobular ap-
pendages in control retinas (open bars) are
present in S1. Their numbers decline in S2
and S3. In reeler, fewer lobular appendages
are encountered in S1 compared to control.
Their numbers in S2 and S3 are increased in
reeler compared with control (*, P  0.05).
Type AII amacrine cell dendrites are present
in equal numbers in S4 of control and reeler.
However, the number of dendrites in S5 is
significantly decreased in reeler (**, P 0.01).
(B) The density of type AII amacrine cells and
rod bipolar cells in control, reeler, and mice
lacking Dab1. The density of AII amacrine
cells is similar in control (open) and reeler
(black). However, rod bipolar cell density is
decreased 29% in reeler compared with con-
trol. A similar decrease in rod bipolar cell den-
sity is apparent in mice lacking Dab1
(hatched) compared to their controls (**, P 
0.01). Error bars are  SEM.
rod bipolar cell density at a comparable retinal eccen- sponse to a bright white flash (maximal response), oscil-
latory potentials, and a cone response on a rod-saturat-tricity in control, reelin-, and dab1-deficient mice. The
average density of rod bipolar cells was 13,550  238 ing background. Summary descriptive statistics for each
of these responses are given in Table 1.cells/mm2 (n  5) in control mice. The density in reeler
mice was 9,659  262 cells/mm2 (n  6), representing Overall, the ERG results are consistent with disruption
of the rod pathway in both reeler and scrambler mice.29% fewer rod bipolar cells in the absence of Reelin
(Figure 5B). A similar decrease (28%) is apparent when For example, the b-wave of the rod-isolated response
(Figure 8) obtained from reeler mice was approximatelycomparing control mice (n  3) and mice lacking Dab1
(n  4). Thus, despite the presence of Reelin, Dab1 half the amplitude of that in controls, and the implicit
time (IT) of the b-wave peak was modestly delayed atdeficiency results in fewer rod bipolar cells (Figure 5B).
Therefore, both Reelin and Dab1 are required for the 74.5 ms (P 0.0002 and 0.013, for amplitude and implicit
time, respectively). Summary parameters derived fromnormal complement of rod bipolar cells to provide syn-
aptic input to type AII amacrine cells. the fit of the Naka-Rushton function to the blue intensity
series also yielded a significantly reduced maximum
saturated b-wave amplitude, Vmax, in reeler mice (TableERG Responses Are Attenuated in the Absence
of Reelin Signaling 1; P  0.001). A similar pattern of responses was ob-
served in scrambler mice (Table 1).Physiological responses in mice deficient in the Reelin
pathway were determined using electroretinography The response to a bright white flash (maximal re-
sponse) is shown in the second column of Figure 8.(ERG). ERG responses were clearly detectable from both
reeler and scrambler mice, but the responses were re- Under dark-adapted conditions, the leading edge of the
a-wave of the bright flash ERG is generally associatedduced in amplitude and the timing of peak components
was frequently delayed compared to control mice. Rep- with rod photoreceptor activity (Granit, 1935, 1955; Penn
and Hagins, 1969). The amplitude of the a-wave of theresentative ERGs for control, reeler, and scrambler are
shown in Figure 8. Four different responses are shown bright flash response was smaller in reeler mice, but the
difference in the mean values of the a-wave in reelerfor each group: a rod-mediated response to dim blue
flash (rod-isolated response), a mixed rod and cone re- and control mice was not significant (P  0.083). This
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Figure 6. Distribution of Reelin and Protein Kinase C (PKC) in Adult Retina
(A) Reelin is expressed in the GCL and the On sublayer of the IPL. Reelin is also present in amacrine cells (not labeled) and bipolar cells,
which extend dendrites (arrows) toward the outer nuclear layer (ONL). (B) Reeler mice do not exhibit any specific staining with Reelin antibodies.
(C) PKC is expressed in rod bipolar cells, including their cell bodies (arrowheads) in the INL, dendrites, and axons that terminate in the On
sublayer of the IPL. (D) In reeler, rod bipolar cells are located in the correct cell layer and the majority of axons reach the On sublayer of the
IPL. However, a subpopulation of rod bipolar axons fails to reach this synaptic layer (arrows). (E) Bipolar cells expressing Reelin (arrows) are
immunonegative for PKC (arrowheads), indicating that cone bipolar cells express Reelin. (F) The synaptic layering of rod bipolar cells is
disrupted in the absence of Reelin. The scale bar in (F) is 50 m.
implies that the photoreceptor function is relatively in- The larger deficits at the level of the inner retina in reeler
were confirmed by the significantly smaller a- to b-wavetact in reeler. In contrast to the a-wave, the b-wave of
the bright flash response showed significant amplitude amplitude ratio compared to controls (P  0.0001). A
similar pattern of results was observed in scramblerreductions (Table 1). On average, the amplitude of the
b-wave in reeler was 0.33 log unit smaller than that for mice, although the functional deficits of the inner and
outer retina appeared more uniform in this small cohortthe control group (P  0.0001). The rod b-wave of the
ERG is generally associated with the combined activity of animals.
The cellular origin of oscillatory potentials (OPs) is notof depolarizing rod bipolar cells and bipolar cell-depen-
dent K currents affecting Mu¨ller cells (Heynen and van completely understood, although they are likely gener-
ated by amacrine cells and other inner retinal cells inter-Norren, 1985a, 1985b). The significantly reduced b-wave
of the bright flash ERG is consistent with a disruption acting with bipolar and ganglion cells (Wachtmeister,
1998). Representative recordings of OPs are shown inof the rod driven pathway in the inner retina in reeler.
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Figure 7. Rod Bipolar Cells Labeled with PKC Antibodies in Control, reeler, and scrambler Retinas
The micrographs on the left and right illustrate the appearance of these interneurons in cross-section of adult retinas. In control, cell bodies
are located in the INL and their dendrites extend into the outer plexiform layer (OPL). Axons traverse the INL and IPL, where they terminate
in S5 near the GCL. The hatched line indicates the border between the INL and IPL. Micrographs in (A)–(C) are taken at comparable levels at
different depths in whole-mount retina preparations. (A) Rod bipolar cell bodies in control, reeler, and scrambler are present at similar positions
within the INL. In both reeler and scrambler, there are fewer rod bipolar cells labeled with PKC. (B) Micrographs obtained from control mice
reveal the axons of rod bipolar cells in cross-section. However, numerous rod bipolar terminals (arrows) appear at the border of the INL and
IPL in both reeler and scrambler. Moreover, at the level of S5 in the IPL, there is a decrease in the density of rod bipolar terminals. In cross-
sections of retina (right panel), these terminals stop at the level of the type AII amacrine cell bodies. The scale bar in (C) is 50 m for (A)–(C)
and 8 m for the high magnification images on the left and right.
Figure 8. Four clearly defined oscillations were identifi- compared to control mice, whereas cone responses
were 0.17 log units smaller. Again, a similar pattern ofable in the ERG recordings, hereafter referred to as
OP1–OP4. Overall, OP amplitudes were significantly results was observed in scrambler mice.
smaller (F  34.2, df  1/23, P  0.0001) and delayed
(F  19.9, df  1/23, P  0.0002) in reeler compared to Discussion
controls. The largest amplitude reductions occurred for
OP1 and OP2, and the timing of positive deflections was Analysis of the neural retina in mice lacking either reelin
or dab1 has revealed an important role for these genesprogressively more delayed for the later OPs (Table 1).
The OPs for the scrambler mice were also smaller and in the organization of synaptic connections. Reelin is
expressed in three different cell types including retinaldelayed. The diminished and delayed OPs in the reeler
and scrambler mice are consistent with disruption of ganglion cells, amacrine cells, and cone bipolar cells.
Failure to receive a Reelin-induced signal from one oramacrine cell function or, alternatively, of the rod bipolar
cell inputs. more of these sources leads to the accumulation of
Dab1. Reelin deficiency also results in an alteration inSurprisingly, cone-mediated responses were reduced
in amplitude and delayed in reeler compared to control the distribution of synaptic endings originating from rod
bipolar cells and type AII amacrine cells. The latter maymice (P  0.009 and 0.007, for amplitude and implicit
time, respectively). The cone ERG threshold (2.0 V cri- explain the subtle alteration in the staining pattern of
glycinergic amacrine cell processes in the IPL of Dab1-terion) intensity was also modestly elevated (P 0.003).
However, the differences in cone function between deficient retinas (Rice and Curran, 2000). Moreover, lack
of either Reelin or Dab1 attenuates the rod-driven re-reeler and control mice were smaller than those ob-
served for rod function. For example, rod-isolated re- sponses in the retina, as revealed by ERG analysis.
Given the fact that reelin, vldlr, apoER2, and dab1 con-sponses were on average 0.29 log units smaller in reeler
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Figure 8. Representative Electroretinograph Responses Obtained from Control, reeler, and scrambler Mice
Shown from left to right are a rod-mediated response to a dim blue flash, a mixed rod and cone response to bright white flash, oscillatory
potentials, and a cone-mediated response on a rod-suppressing background. Amplitude and timing calibrations are shown at the bottom of
each set of graphs.
tinue to be expressed following neuronal migration (Kim which both lesions result from an intrinsic defect in AII
amacrine cells. In this scenario, a subpopulation of rodet al., 1996; Alcantara et al., 1998; Rice et al., 1998), our
bipolar cells would be eliminated in the absence of eitherresults imply that another function of the Reelin pathway
Reelin or Dab1 because they failed to make appropriateis to modulate the structure and function of retinal syn-
synaptic connections with the defective AII amacrineaptic circuitry.
cells in the IPL. Amacrine cells differentiate during theRod bipolar cells are perhaps the most severely af-
first postnatal week in the mouse prior to the appearancefected neuronal population in retinas of mice lacking
of ribbon synapses in the IPL (Fisher, 1979; Young, 1985)Reelin or Dab1. The density of these cells, as determined
(Rice and Curran, 2000). Type AII amacrine cell projec-using PKC as a marker, is decreased approximately
tions containing Dab1 encounter Reelin in the IPL during25%–30% in either reelin or dab1 mutants compared to
the period in which they elaborate processes in the Oncontrols. The ERG demonstrated significant reductions
and Off sublayers establishing synaptic connectionsin rod b-wave amplitudes, a finding that is consistent
with rod bipolar cells (Fisher, 1979). We observed a de-with the reduced rod bipolar cell counts. Rod bipolar
fect in the patterning of type AII amacrine cell processescells receive synaptic input from rod photoreceptors
in the IPL at P7, whereas defects in the projections ofand they provide excitatory synaptic output to the On
rod bipolar cells were not apparent until P12 (data notsublayer of the IPL (Wa¨ssle et al., 1991). The primary
shown). In adult reeler retinas, the number of type AIIsynaptic targets of rod bipolar cells are amacrine cells,
amacrine cell dendrites is decreased. Presumably, a
one of which corresponds to dendrites of type AII ama-
deficiency in postsynaptic amacrine cell dendrites dur-
crine cells (Kolb and Famiglietti, 1974; Strettoi et al., ing circuit formation deprives a subset of rod bipolar
1990). While the density of type AII amacrine cells is axons of trophic factors that are critical for their survival.
indistinguishable in reeler and control, the number of This explanation is consistent with the decrease in cell
dendrites in the On sublayer of the IPL is decreased density of interneurons that occurs following depletion
in reeler. In addition, the ERG analysis demonstrated of ganglion cells around the time of birth (Gunhan-Agar
increasing functional deficits as signals were passed et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2001). However, we cannot
along the rod neural circuitry, particularly in the inner rule out the alternative explanation that a deficiency in
retina. Thus, while rod photoreceptor function was rela- the Reelin pathway could lead to a failure to produce the
tively normal in reeler mice, rod bipolar cell function was correct number of rod bipolar cells during neurogenesis.
significantly reduced, and the output of amacrine cells, This, in turn, may affect the development of type AII
as reflected in the oscillatory potentials, was even fur- amacrine cell dendrites during the first two postnatal
ther compromised (see Table 1). weeks of retinal development. Regardless of the under-
The anatomical defects in rod bipolar cells and AII lying mechanisms, the subtle alterations in the pat-
amacrine cells in the reeler retina cannot be interpreted terning of processes in the IPL implies that Reelin signal-
in terms of a simple model. While it is formally possible ing, in combination with other cues such as neural
that the alterations in these cell types arise indepen- activity, contributes to the development of synaptic con-
nections that drive visual system function (Wong, 1999).dently, we favor the more parsimonious explanation in
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Table 1. Summary of ERG Response (SD) in Control, reeler, and scrambler Mice
Rod-Isolated Response
b-Wave Implicit
Amplitude Time
Control 129.8 (37.1) 67.8 (5.1)
reeler 66.9 (34.2) 74.5 (7.4)
scrambler 50.6 (17.5) 73.6 (4.0)
Blue Intensity Series
Vmaxa log k b Threshold Intensityc
Control 269.7 (52.8) 0.012 (0.016) 4.18 (0.34)
reeler 133.5 (48.2) 0.011 (0.017) 4.05 (0.46)
scrambler 117.8 (25.8) 0.012 (0.010) 3.65 (0.27)
Maximal Responsed
a-Wave Implicit b-Wave Implicit
Amplitude Time Amplitude Time b/ae
Control 69.7 (17.4) 17.1 (1.4) 285.7 (67.3) 39.9 (4.1) 4.2 (0.6)
reeler 56.2 (19.6) 21.9 (5.2) 134.0 (63.6) 52.4 (15.3) 2.4 (0.9)
scrambler 43.1 (23.5) 20.3 (1.2) 146.1 (45.8) 45.3 (2.3) 3.8 (1.5)
Oscillatory Potentialsf
OP1 OP2
Amplitude Implicit Time Amplitude Implicit Time
Control 27.1 (9.2) 18.4 (2.4) 58.1 (25.6) 26.4 (3.1)
reeler 9.2 (5.2) 23.8 (3.9) 11.9 (8.5) 35.2 (5.4)
scrambler 8.2 (1.8) 21.9 (1.5) 13.3 (1.9) 31.5 (1.8)
OP3 OP4
Amplitude Implicit Time Amplitude Implicit Time
Control 35.9 (11.6) 35.3 (4.1) 15.8 (7.7) 47.7 (5.7)
reeler 11.2 (7.1) 45.4 (8.3) 5.5 (3.0) 62.2 (10.7)
scrambler 10.6 (2.2) 41.5 (1.8) 6.5 (1.8) 54.7 (2.5)
Cone Response
Amplitudeg Implicit Timeh Threshold Intensityi
Control 85.4 (25.0) 41.7 (3.0) 1.18 (0.13)
reeler 58.1 (21.0) 45.9 (3.9) 0.98 (0.18)
scrambler 56.4 (8.8) 44.8 (3.1) 1.0 (0.10)
a,b Parameters were derived from each of these intensity-response curves by fitting the best fit Naka-Rushton function: V/Vmax  I/(I  k), where
V  rod peak-to-peak amplitude.
c log ERG threshold intensity  log k  0.3  log(Vmax  2).
d,f Dark-adapted, white flashes  8.46 cd-s/m2.
e b-wave amplitude divided by a-wave amplitude.
g,h Light-adapted with 32.0 cd/m2 background.
i Obtained by fitting linear regression to intensity-response series with slope constraint of 1.0.
In addition, in the absence of Reelin or Dab1, rod bipolar feature of abnormal visual function and, in the case of the
Reelin pathway, compromised retinal micro-circuitry.cells may exhibit synaptic plasticity and make inappropri-
ate, but stable contacts with other neuronal elements. Accumulating evidence suggests that Reelin alters
the adhesive properties of neurons. For example, aggre-Indeed, we found that the ectopic rod bipolar terminals
exhibit PKC immunoreactivity at the light microscopic gation assays demonstrated that neurons isolated from
the reeler cortex are more adhesive than their normallevel and synaptic ribbons at the ultrastructure level,
suggesting that they likely represent functional connec- counterparts (De Long and Sidman, 1970; Hoffarth et
al., 1995; Ogawa et al., 1995). In the developing reelertions. Other mutations that affect photoreceptors cause
similar synaptic connectivity defects. For example, cones hippocampal circuitry, entorhinal axons form abnor-
mally tight bundles and exhibit both targeting errorsmake ectopic synapses with rod bipolar cells when rod-
specific genes such as rhodopsin or cGMP phosphodi- and a decrease in collateral branching, suggesting that
Reelin participates in the guidance mechanisms thatesterase -subunit are disrupted (Peng et al., 2000;
Strettoi and Pignatelli, 2000). In addition, examples of control axonal growth (Del Rio et al., 1997; Borrell et al.,
1999). One interpretation of these observations is thatneuritic “sprouting” have been documented in diseased
human retinas and experimental models (Li et al., 1995; Reelin inhibits homotypic cell adhesion and axon fascic-
ulation, thereby allowing neurons/axons to interact withLewis et al., 1998). Synaptic plasticity may be a common
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central retina, cell density estimates were obtained from eight sam-other cells or respond to additional extracellular cues.
ple areas per retina located 0.5 mm from the retinal periphery. RodReelin may trigger an intracellular signaling cascade that
bipolar cells and AII amacrine cell density estimates are expressedalters the surface properties of neurons containing Dab1,
at cells/mm2. Statistical analysis was performed using the Student’s
enabling them to recognize appropriate synaptic partners t test.
in retina. This may also be true in other brain regions
that continue to express Reelin and Dab1. Therefore, in
Electron Microscopyaddition to its essential role during neuronal migration,
Six adult mice (3 control and 3 reeler Orleans) were anesthetizedthe Reelin pathway may be important for the fine details
and perfused with 1% paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde inand quantitative aspects of synaptic connections among
0.12 M phosphate buffer. Eyes were removed and the retinas were
neurons that form functional circuits. incubated in the same fixative overnight. Tissue was then post-fixed
with 2% osmium tetroxide, stained with 2% uranyl acetate, and
Experimental Procedures embedded in Araldite. Ultrathin sections from central retina were
obtained and collected in formvar-coated slot grids and were subse-
Animals quently stained with lead citrate. Serial micrographs covering the
All animals were treated in accordance with institutional guidelines. whole inner plexiform layer were taken at a magnification of 12,000.
B6C3H/J-reeler 2J mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory Pictures were assembled into montages and the inner plexiform
(Bar Harbor, ME). All reeler mice used in this study were genotyped layer (IPL) was divided into five equally thick sublayers, named S1
for the rd allele as described in Pittler et al. (1993). Reeler mice to S5, proceeding from the inner nuclear layer (INL) to the ganglion
that contained either one or both copies of rd were excluded from cell layer (GCL) according to previous work in rabbits (Strettoi et
physiological studies. Scrambler arose on the Dancer stock strain al., 1990, 1992). Distances from the INL to the GCL were about 35
and it was subsequently outcrossed to C3H inbred mice, which
m in control and reeler. The areas analyzed were approximately
fixed the rd allele in the genetic background of scrambler (Sweet
43 m2 per sublayer. Nine to ten maps were analyzed in each
et al., 1996). To obtain mice for physiological studies, scrambler
sublayer of the IPL in control and reeler mice. Statistical analysis
was outcrossed to C57BL/6J and the resulting F1 mice were inter-
was performed using the Student’s t test.
crossed to obtain scrambler mutants. Five scrambler homozygous
mice were identified to have normal retinas based on fundoscopy.
Electroretinography
Immunoblot Analysis of Retinas
Electroretinograms (ERGs) were performed on 30 adult mice (2 to
Adult eyes were lysed with ice-cold buffer containing 50 mM Tris
5 months of age). Descriptive statistics are provided for 14 control
(pH  7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1% Triton-X, 10 g/ml
(5 / and 9 / ), 11 / reeler, and 5 scrambler mutant mice.leupeptin, and 10 g/ml aprotinin. Protein levels were measured
All statistical comparisons are between control and reeler groups.using a protein assay kit (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA). Approximately
Statistical analysis was performed using the Student’s t test. The100 g of protein per lane was separated by using SDS-PAGE and
oscillatory potentials in control and reeler were compared using one-transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. A polyclonal antisera rec-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Following 2 hr of dark-adaptation,ognizing Dab1 (CT38) was used at a dilution of 1:3,000. Polyclonal
mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of 15 g/gmantisera recognizing glutamate decarboxylase-67 (Chemicon) or
Ketamine and 7 g/gm xylazine in saline solution. ERGs were re-Cdk5 were diluted to 1:5,000 and used as controls for protein load-
corded from the corneal surface of one eye after pupil dilation (1%ing. Following extensive washing, membranes were exposed to a
atropine sulfate) using a gold loop corneal electrode together with1:10,000 dilution of donkey anti-rabbit conjugated to horseradish
a mouth reference and tail ground electrode. Stimuli were producedperoxidase (Amersham). Enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce Su-
with a Grass Photic Stimulator (PS33 Plus, Grass Instruments,per Signal) was used to detect protein signals.
Quincy, MA) affixed to the outside of a highly reflective Ganzfeld
dome. Signals were amplified (10,000, 1–1,000 Hz; CP511 AC am-Expression Studies and Cell Density Estimates
plifier, Grass Instruments), digitized (PCI-1200, National Instru-Adult mice were deeply anesthetized with Avertin (0.2cc/10 g body
ments, Austin, TX), and computer-analyzed using custom softwareweight) and perfused with 4% paraformaldeyhde in 0.1 M sodium
in a personal computer. Responses were computer-averaged withphosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.2). Eyes were removed and
up to 100 records averaged for the weakest signals, and a signalprocessed either for cryosections or as whole-mount preparations.
rejection window was used to eliminate electrical artifacts. FlashFor cryosections, eyes were incubated in PBS-sucrose and embed-
presentation rate was 1 Hz, except at the highest intensities whereded in tissue freezing medium (Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Dur-
flash frequency was slowed to avoid adaptation effects. Body tem-ham, NC). Sections were cut at a thickness of 12–16 m and
perature was monitored with a rectal probe and maintained at amounted on Fisher Superfrost/Plus slides. Whole-mount retinal
constant temperature of 38	C.preparations were prepared as described previously (Rice and Cur-
Rod-mediated responses were recorded to short wavelengthran, 2000). Primary antibodies were used at the following dilutions
(Wratten 47A; 
max  470 nm) flashes of light flashes over a 1.0 login 5% normal goat serum in PBS (Vector): mouse anti-Reelin G10
range of intensities (0.3 log unit steps) up to the maximum allowableat 1:1,000, rabbit polyclonal antibody B3 anti-Dab at 1:1,000, and
by the photic stimulator (0.668 cd-s/m2). Mixed rod and cone re-rabbit anti-protein kinase C at 1:2,000 (Cambio, UK). For double
sponses were obtained with white flashes incremented in 0.3 logstaining, primary antibodies were incubated together. Sections were
unit steps up to the maximum allowable (8.46 cd-s/m2). Oscillatoryincubated with either fluorescein conjugated goat anti-rabbit (Vec-
potentials were isolated using the same series of white flashes andtor) or goat anti-mouse Alexa 594 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR)
a recording frequency range of 100–1000 Hz. Cone responses werediluted at 1:200. Images were acquired using a Leica TCS confocal
recorded in response to an intensity series of white flashes (in 0.3laser scanning microscope equipped with a 40 oil objective.
steps) on the rod-saturating background (32 cd/m2). To analyze theWhole-mount retinas immunostained with anti-Dab1 antibodies
rod-mediated responses to blue light, the intensity versus amplitudewere used to determine the density of type AII amacrine cells in
response curves were fitted to the Naka-Rushton function, V/Vmax control (n  4) and reeler (n  4) mice. A total of 16 sample areas
I/(I  k), where V  rod peak-to-peak amplitude, Vmax  maximum(10,000 m2) per retina was visualized using a 100 oil objective
rod amplitude, I  retinal illuminance, and k  retinal illuminanceattached to a Leica confocal microscope. Eight sample areas lo-
at half amplitude. The rod ERG threshold (2.0 V criterion) wascated 0.5 mm from the retinal periphery and eight areas located 0.5
derived from the Naka-Rushton parameters, such that logmm from the optic disc were analyzed per retina. Whole-mount
threshold  log k  0.3  log(Vmax2). Similarly, the cone ERGretinas immunostained with protein kinase C antibodies were used
threshold intensity (2.0 V criterion) was derived from the fit of ato determine rod bipolar cell density in control (n  5) and reeler
linear regression (slope constraint of 1.0) to the intensity-response(n  6) mice. Mice deficient in Dab1 (n  4) were compared to their
control littermates (n  3). Due to the poor antibody penetration in series obtained to white light on a rod-saturating background.
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